Topics:

English:
1. Comprehension
   - Animals in the Gobi Desert
2. Creative Writing
   - Picture story in 3 paragraphs – “The Selfish Giant”
3. Grammar:
   - Speech marks
   - Singular / Plurals
   - Reinforcement of all previous concepts
4. Literature
   - The Prince and the Pauper – Chapter 1 and 2
5. Spelling and Handwriting weekly

Mathematics:
- Multiplication
- Story Sums
- Division
  - With sets
  - Horizontal division
  - Short division / with and without remainders

Science:
- Measuring Temperature
- Body Temperature
- Conductors of Heat

Islamiat:
- The Glorious Quran

Social Studies:
- Fairness

Activities / Events:
Grade III maintained their interactive learning environment and continued learning the fun way.
- To satiate the students’ curiosity, Gobi Desert was looked up on the World map. They got to know its location and pictures of various animals inhabiting the Gobi Desert were also shared.
- Before starting off with the novel in literature, students were given an insight into the lives of kings and queens. Posters of some of the real characters and buildings from the novel were shown so the children could relate to the characters through the course of reading.
- Students used different types of thermometer to measure body temperature, room and water temperature. They also conducted experiments to identify objects that are the best conductors of heat.
- Quantity of items in a set and then multiple of sets were counted by the children to further understand multiplication.
- Equal colour pencils were distributed among a group to explain equal division. The distribution was then made unequal to give the concept of remainder.
- Interesting facts on the Holy Quran were written in the booklets.
- A picture story on “Fairness” was done.

Birthdays of the Month

III North
1. Aleeza Farooqi
2. M. Aayan Dehdhi
3. Abdullah Karam Kalwar

III South
1. Rehaab Ahmed Aftab
2. Humaid-Ul-Haq

III East
1. Moses Abner
2. Sibtain Sistanwala

Thank You!